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Introducing CORINA Symphony 

Application 

CORINA Symphony is a cheminformatics application to manage, manipulate and profile 
molecular data sets for in silico discovery and optimization experiments with a focus 
on toxicity and metabolism applications. CORINA Symphony assists molecular 
scientists in creating, preparing and exploring chemical structure sets for predictive 
model building, classification and categorization, grouping and filtering purposes based 
on physicochemical effects and properties, clear-cut geometrical features of molecules 
and the powerful chemotype profiling approach. Typical applications of CORINA 
Symphony include the following areas. 

• Predictive model building, e.g., quantitative structure activity and property 
relationships (QSAR and QSPR) studies 

• Predictive and computational toxicology 

• Risk and safety assessment of chemical substances 

• Profiling, classification and clustering of chemical data sets, databases and 
inventories 

• Development of chemical categories for read-across applications 

• Drug design and optimization 

CORINA Symphony provides a database back-end for the storage and management of 
molecular data sets and associated data. A workflow-based design supports the visual 
managing, inspection and exploration of imported or calculated data in spreadsheet 
views with sorting functionality and editable table cells. 

CORINA Symphony offers functionality to clean-up and standardize chemical structures 
according to a set of predefined business rules and to generate high-quality 3D 
molecular models based on the industry-standard 3D structure generation program 
CORINA Classic. 

CORINA Symphony offers methods and approaches to represent chemical structure 
sets for predictive model building, classification and categorization, grouping and 
filtering purposes based on physicochemical effects and properties, clear-cut 
geometrical features of molecules and the powerful chemotype profiling approach. 

Key Features of CORINA Symphony 

CORINA Symphony contains a series of unique and powerful functionalities and 
features specifically tailored for the needs of computational molecular scientists and 
cheminformaticians. The major key features of the application are as following. 

• CORINA Symphony is applicable to a broad range of chemical compound classes. 
Structures which can be expressed in a valence bond notation can be processed. 
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• CORINA Symphony does not provide any upper limit to the size of the molecule 
or to the size of ring systems. 

• CORINA Symphony comprises a unique combination of methods for calculating 
molecular descriptors and representations on a sound geometric and 
physicochemical and, optionally, quantum-mechanical basis. 

• CORINA Symphony represents chemical structures by whole-molecule 
properties, shape- and size-related features or through the 3D structure and the 
surface of a molecule. 

• CORINA Symphony houses the ToxPrint chemotypes for fingerprinting and 
profiling of chemical data sets in toxicity space. 

• CORINA Symphony descriptors and fingerprints provide a uniform representation 
of molecules comprising different scaffolds and varying number of atoms, which 
is directly amenable to data analysis methods such as for profiling of data sets, 
grouping and categorization techniques or predictive model building. 

• CORINA Symphony provides a database back-end for the storage of molecular 
datasets and associated data. 

• CORINA Symphony provides a data manager tool to manage chemical data sets 
including imported and calculated properties as well as the loaded chemotype 
sets which are stored in the database. 

• CORINA Symphony provides a workflow-based design that supports the visual 
managing, inspection and exploration of imported or calculated data in 
spreadsheet views with sorting functionality and editable table cells. 

• Optionally, CORINA Symphony offers means to clean-up and standardize 
chemical structures according to a set of predefined business rules and to 
generate high-quality 3D molecular models based on the industry-standard 3D 
structure generation program CORINA Classic [1]-[3]. 

• CORINA Symphony can process a variety of standard file formats for structure 
input and output, e.g., SD file [4], SMILES [5] and spreadsheet-compatible (table) 
file formats (tab-separated value, tsv). 

• CORINA Symphony is fast (about 30 structures per second for small and medium-
sized organic molecules on a 2.5 GHz workstation for structure standardization, 
3D structure generation and the calculation of the global and shape descriptors 
and the ToxPrint chemotype fingerprints for a random subset of 10,000 
compounds taken from the PubChem database) and robust. 

A description of the program scope, range of application and known limitations is given 
in section 9 on page 62. 
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Using CORINA Symphony 

Graphical User Interface of CORINA Symphony 

The graphical user interface (GUI) of CORINA Symphony launches with the Start Page 
(see Figure 1). 

On the Start Page, the colored boxes in the main panel provide links to the following 
functionalities 

• The Data Manager to manage chemical files and datasets 

• The CORINA Clean/3D workflow to standardize chemical datasets and to 
calculate 3D structures with CORINA Classic 

• The CORINA Descriptors workflow to calculate molecular properties, descriptors 
and chemotype fingerprints 

• The CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow to perform both the CORINA 
Clean/3D and CORINA Descriptors workflows in a single workflow 

• The Data Mining link to access further data mining and processing workflows (in 
the future) 

 

 

Figure 1 The Start Page of CORINA Symphony. 

 

The Start Page further provides access to the program help (this document in PDF) in 
the upper right part (see Figure 2, top right) and the Main Menu that slides in when 
clicking the button Goto in the upper left part (see Figure 2, top left). 
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Figure 2 Main Menu and Help in CORINA Symphony. 

Main Menu 

The Main Menu slides in when clicking the button Goto (see Figure 2 above, top left). 

The Main Menu can be fixed (i.e., made permanently visible) when checking the box 
Keep Menu in the lower part of the Main Menu (see Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3 The Main Menu fixed. 
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The Main Menu consists of three main sections (see Figure 4). 

• The navigation buttons Back and Next (upper part) 

• The links to the Places Start Page and Data Manager and to the Tasks (or 
workflows) CORINA Clean/3D, CORINA Descriptors and CORINA Clean/3D & 
Descriptors (middle part) 

• The maintenance and information section with links to the Settings, Database 
maintenance, program (About) and License information (lower part) 

Finally, the Main Menu provides a link to Exit CORINA Symphony and the check box 
Keep Menu to keep the Main Menu permanently visible (or fixed). 

 

 

Figure 4 The Main Menu. 

 

Settings 

In the current version of CORINA Symphony, the Settings do not offer any options to 
control (see Figure 5), but list the important directories on the machine the program is 
installed. 
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Figure 5 The Settings. 

 

Database Maintenance and Statistics 

The Database page offers two options for maintaining the back-end database that 
stores the chemical datasets, descriptors, properties and chemotypes (see Figure 6). 

• Optimize Database to perform a re-indexing and clean-up of the existing 
database 

• Reset Database to completely delete the existing database and to create a new 
and empty database 

Depending on the size of the database (i.e., the number of stored compounds, datasets 
and read-in and calculated properties) as well as on the performance of the computer, 
the optimization of the database may take a while. When pressing the button 
Optimize Database, a dialog box appears and starting the process has to be confirmed. 

The process to reset the database will completely delete the existing database 
including all stored data (compounds, datasets and read-in and calculated properties). 
The newly created database is empty. 

Please use this option with care. The process is not reversible. 

When pressing the button Reset Database, a dialog box appears notifying that the 
reset will delete the existing database and starting of the process has to be confirmed. 
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Figure 6 The Database page (maintenance and statistics). 

 

In the lower part of the Database page, information about the database version and 
schema is given. 

Furthermore, some database statistics are displayed informing about the registered 
and stored content in the database (see Figure 6). 

About 

The About page displays some general information about CORINA Symphony, such as 
version and revision number of the program and references and copyright statements 
to 3rd party software packages used by CORINA Symphony (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 The About page. 

 

License 

The License page displays the installed license tokens (i.e., the available modules that 
are activated by their respective license key files, see Figure 8). 

For information about the installation of license key files, please see section "Program 
Installation" on page 98. 

Furthermore, the license terms under which the software license of CORINA Symphony 
is granted by MN-AM are displayed on the License page. 
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Figure 8 The License page. 

 

Exit CORINA Symphony 

When closing the program (either by clicking Exit CORINA Symphony in the Main 
Menu or by clicking the close button in the upper right corner of the application), the 
status of the application is reset (i.e., no information is stored at which point the 
application was closed). However, all data that is stored in the database can be 
accessed when re-starting the application. 

Data Manager 

The Data Manager is the central place of the CORINA Symphony application to manage 
compounds, chemical datasets and associated information, as well as calculated 
properties and chemotypes. 

The Data Manager represents the graphical front-end to the database back-end of the 
application. Any changes made to compounds, properties or chemotypes are 
automatically stored in the database of CORINA Symphony. 

The Data Manager shows only the preloaded (factory-side) data and content, if one of 
the following situation applies (see Figure 9). 

• CORINA Symphony is started for the first time 

• All previously imported data has been deleted 

• The database was reset using the database maintenance option on the Database 
page (please see section "Database Maintenance and Statistics" on page 6). 
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Figure 9 The pristine Data Manager. 

 

Preloaded Content 

Some of the information provided in this section refers to functionality that is only 
available with a license of the CORINA Descriptors workflow. 

CORINA Symphony offers a set of molecular descriptors and properties and 
chemotypes that can be calculated for chemical compounds and datasets. All 
calculated features can be stored in the database and exported into files (see Figure 
10). 

The following six categories of descriptors are available as the standard set of 
descriptors of CORINA Symphony ("Symphony Properties"). 

• Global molecular descriptors (22) 

• Shape descriptors (8) 

• 2D (topological) autocorrelation descriptors (8) 

• 3D (spatial) autocorrelation descriptors (8) 

• 3D property-weighted radial distribution functions (RDF, 8) 

• 3D (spatial) autocorrelation descriptors of surface properties (3) 

Optionally, EMPIRE quantum-mechanical (QM) descriptors can be calculated [6]-[8]. 

The descriptors are described in more detail in section "Descriptors and Chemotypes" 
on page 84. 

In addition, the ToxPrint chemotypes including the Ashby-Tennant alerts and the TTC 
cancer categories are available for fingerprinting [9],[10],[11]. 
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In total, 729 different chemotypes (and their individual fingerprints) can be calculated. 
The chemotypes are described in more detail in section "Descriptors and Chemotypes" 
on page 84. 

 

  

Figure 10 The properties and chemotypes. 

 

Menu Bar of the Data Manager 

The menu bar of the Data Manager provides access to the following major operations 
to manage and manipulate compound datasets (see Figure 11). 

• Import of compound datasets 

• Export of compound datasets 

• Delete compound datasets 

• Edit Properties of compound datasets 
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Figure 11 The menu bar of the Data Manager. 

 

Importing Files 

Importing Chemical and Tabular Files 

Chemical files can be imported into the Data Manager by clicking on the button 
Import in the upper bar of the Data Manager (see Figure 12). 

The list of supported file formats is given in the section "Supported File Formats" on 
page 96. 

The file type (format) and the file name to be imported can be selected in the Import 
File dialog that appears on the screen (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 12 Importing a chemical file into the Data Manager (1). 

 

 

Figure 13 Importing a chemical file into the Data Manager (2). 

 

After importing the file, the chemical dataset is available and selectable in the 
Compounds section of the All Available Content panel of Data Manager (see Figure 
14, left panel). 

In addition, the structures of the imported file are displayed in a spreadsheet view (see 
Figure 14, middle panel) and a summary of the imported file is provided in the section 
Dataset Summary (see Figure 14, right panel). 
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Figure 14 Display of an imported chemical file. 

 

The section Dataset Summary can be hidden (and shown again) in order to provide 
more space for the molecule spreadsheet view by clicking on the button       in the top 
menu bar (see Figure 15). 

 

 

Figure 15 Hiding the Dataset Summary. 

 

If more than one chemical file (or dataset) have been imported, they can be selected 
individually in the All Available Content panel of the Data Manager (see Figure 16). 
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Figure 16 Display of imported chemical files. 

 

CORINA Symphony also supports the import of tabular files (such as comma- or tab-
separated value files) which may include also chemical structure information, e.g., as 
SMILES strings. 

After loading the file, the Import Tabular File dialog appears (see Figure 17). CORINA 
Symphony scans the tabular file, detects header lines, field delimiters and text 
qualifiers, which can be changed. Furthermore, formats and names for the imported 
fields are automatically suggested, which can be changed in drop-down menus (see 
Figure 17). Chemical structure information is detected. 
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Figure 17 Import of tabular files with chemical structure information (1). 

 

After finalizing the import by pressing the button Ok in the Import Tabular File dialog, 
the compound dataset can be viewed in the Data Manager (see Figure 18). Again, the 
chemical structure depiction is displayed in the first row of the spreadsheet view 
(regardless in which column the chemical structure information was stored in the 
imported tabular file). 

 

  

Figure 18 Import of tabular files with chemical structure information (2). 
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Importing Chemotype Files 

Chemotype files (CSRML or XML files) can also be imported through the Import 
functionality in the Data Manager. After importing, the chemotypes appear as a 
separate set in the section Chemotypes of the All Available Content panel of the Data 
Manager (see Figure 19). 

 

 

Figure 19 Import of chemotype files. 

 

Exporting Files 

Compound sets can be exported into various file formats from the Data Manager by 
clicking on the button Export in the upper bar of the Data Manager (see Figure 20). 

The list of supported file formats is given in the section "Supported File Formats" on 
page 96. 
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Figure 20 Export of compound sets (1). 

 

After selecting a compound set in the All Available Content panel of the Data 
Manager and pressing the button Export, the Export Dataset dialog appears (see 
Figure 21). In the drop-down list of the supported file formats (Save as type), the file 
type can be selected and a file name can be typed in (see Figure 21). 

 

 

Figure 21 Export of compound sets (2). 

 

Deleting Compound Sets 

Compound sets can be permanently deleted by selecting a compound set in the All 
Available Content panel of the Data Manager and pressing the button Delete in the 
upper bar (see Figure 22). 
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The compound set is not only deleted from the Data Manager, but also from the 
database. Therefore, this procedure has to be confirmed in an appearing warning box. 

 

 

Figure 22 Deleting of a compound set. 

 

Editing Properties 

The Data Manager offers the functionality to edit the properties that are stored along 
with a compound set by pressing the button Properties in the upper bar (see Figure 
23). 
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Figure 23 Editing properties of a compound set. 

 

After selecting a compound set and pressing the button Properties in the Data 
Manager, the Properties editor appears. The Properties editor has two tabs, the tab 
Properties (see Figure 24 left) and the tab Visibility (see Figure 24 right). 

 

        

Figure 24 The Properties editor. 

 

In the tab Properties, all available properties are listed that are available in the 
database. The properties that are assigned to the selected compound set, are listed in 
the right panel Dataset Properties, while all other available properties are listed in the 
left panel Available Properties (see Figure 25). 

By selecting properties in either panels, the properties can be shifted and transferred 
between the two panels using the arrow buttons ("<<" and ">>") in between the 
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panels (see Figure 25). 

This procedure has an impact on which properties are assigned to a compound set, i.e., 
they are displayed in the Data Manager and exported (see section "Exporting Files" on 
page 17). 

 

 

Figure 25 Changing properties assignments. 

 

New properties can be created by pressing the button Create New Property in the tab 
Properties (see Figure 26 left). The dialog New Property to create a new property 
appears (see Figure 26 right). 

The Property Name can be entered as well as a Unit and a Description in the upper 
three fields of the dialog New Property. 

By default, the type Text Values (i.e., text) is set in the drop-down list Data Type. 
Other data types can be selected accordingly (e.g., Real Numbers if the new 
property is a floating point value). 

 

        

Figure 26 Creating a new property. 
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The newly created property is added at the end of the list of the Dataset Properties, 
i.e., in the right panel of the Property editor (see Figure 27). 

 

 

Figure 27 New property. 

 

The order of the properties can be changed by selecting and dragging (keeping the left 
mouse button pressed) a property to any position in the list (see Figure 28). 

 

 

Figure 28 Changing the order of properties. 

 

After pressing the button Ok of the Property editor, the newly created property is 
display in the molecule spreadsheet view in the Data Manager at the position (column 
number) corresponding to the final position in the list of Dataset Properties (see 
Figure 29). 
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Figure 29 Newly created property in Data Manager. 

 

The table cells in the molecule spreadsheet view in the Data Manager are editable and 
values can be entered, changed and edited. This procedure is described in the section 
"Editing Table Cells" on page 25. 

In the tab Visibility of the Properties editor, the properties assigned to a compound 
set can be set to "hidden" or "shown" by checking the boxes next to the property 
names (see Figure 30). This property attribute is finally reflected in the molecule 
spreadsheet view in the Data Manager. 

 

 

Figure 30 Showing or hiding properties. 

 

Properties that are set to "hidden" are not shown in the molecule spreadsheet view in 
the Data Manager, but they are not deleted. 
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The Molecule Spreadsheet 

The middle panel of the Data Manager displays the selected dataset in a spreadsheet 
or table view. 

In the most left column of the spreadsheet view, the molecule depictions are displayed 
(for those records that have a valid connection table), which is fixed. When scrolling 
with the horizontal bar to the right, the structure depictions always remain visible (see 
Figure 31). 

 

  

Figure 31 The molecule spreadsheet. 

 

In the second column, the Compound history, a newly added property of each 
compound, is stored (see Figure 32). 

After importing the chemical file, the content of the compound history is set to 
"Original structure" (see Figure 32). Whenever a structure (or compound) is 
(chemically) changed in one of the workflows, a brief note is entered automatically 
into this column tracking the change(s). 
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Figure 32 The compound history column. 

 

The following columns display the data and properties that have been imported with 
the chemical file (e.g., the data stored in SD data fields) or have been manually added 
(see section "Editing Properties" on page 19). 

Editing Table Cells 

All table cells in the molecule spreadsheet are editable. By double-clicking into a cell, 
the content can be added, edited, changed or even deleted. Copy-and-paste of content 
works as well. 
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Figure 33 Editing table cells. 

 

Clicking with the mouse (left mouse button) somewhere else than into the edited table 
cell, the cursor is released and the changes in the table cell are saved. 

Pressing the button Escape (Esc on the keyboard), releases the cursor from the 
selected table cell without saving the changes made to the content of the table cell. 

Table cells for which the content is missing for a particular compound are marked in a 
pale grey color (see Figure 34). 

 

 

Figure 34 Empty data fields and columns. 
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The content of a molecule spreadsheet can be transferred to a different spreadsheet 
application (e.g., Microsoft Excel) via the "copy&paste" functionality. A single table 
row can be selected and marked by clicking on the row count field on the left side of 
the table (see Figure 35). Pressing the standard key combination Crtl-C copies the 
content of the row into the clipboard. 

 

  

Figure 35 Selecting and marking a table row. 

 

Multiple (or all) rows can be selected and marked by dragging the mouse over the row 
count fields and keeping the left mouse button pressed (see Figure 36). Pressing the 
standard key combination Ctrl-C copies the content of all selected rows into the 
clipboard. 
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Figure 36 Selecting and marking multiple table rows. 

 

The content copied into the clipboard can be pasted into a different spreadsheet 
application with the standard key combination Crtl-V. 

The Dataset Summary 

The most right panel in the Data Manager is the Dataset Summary which consist of 
the following three sections (see Figure 37). 

• General Information 

• Compounds 

• User Properties (available/missing) 

The Dataset Summary provides information about the source, the compounds and 
read in properties of the selected dataset. 

The section Dataset Summary can be hidden (and shown again) in order to provide 
more space for the molecule spreadsheet view by clicking on the button       in the top 
menu bar. 
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Figure 37 The Dataset Summary panel. 

 

General Information 

In this section of the Dataset Summary, some general information and settings of the 
selected dataset are provided and can be selected. 

The preferred compound identifier can be selected in the drop-down menu Identifier 
(see Figure 38). 

CORINA Symphony automatically scans the dataset and only suggests those properties 
as identifiers that are present and unique for all compounds in the selected dataset. 
The default identifier is the record number in the order as the compounds are read in 
from the imported chemical file. 
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Figure 38 Selecting a compound identifier. 

 

The two fields Title and Description can be edited and the default values suggested by 
CORINA Symphony can be replaced (see Figure 39). The changed Title will be used as 
the name of the compounds dataset in the section Compounds of the panel All 
Available Content (see Figure 39, left panel). 

Creator, Date and Source provide additional information and meta data about the 
dataset (see Figure 39). 

History tracks all actions, changes and processes executed with the dataset (see Figure 
39).  
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Figure 39 General information about a dataset. 

 

Compounds 

In this section of the Dataset Summary, information about the status of the records 
and molecules are provided. 

The total number of structure records that have been read in (total), the number of 
structure records that have a valid connection table (with structure and without), and 
the number of structures that have 3D coordinates (with 3D and without) are reported 
(see Figure 40). 
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Figure 40 Information about the chemical structure status. 

 

By clicking on the eye-shaped symbols (        ), the spreadsheet view can be filtered. 

By clicking on the eye-shaped symbol (        ) next to without in the line with 
structures, the compounds that do not have a valid connection table including 2D 
coordinates can be displayed in the spreadsheet view (see Figure 41). 

 

  

Figure 41 Display of structures without connection table and 2D coordinates. 

 

The filtering can be reset by clicking on the eye-shaped symbol next to total (see Figure 
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42). 

 

 

Figure 42 Resetting the filtering of the compound status. 

 

User Properties (available/missing) 

In this section of the Dataset Summary, information about the properties imported 
with a chemical file is provided (e.g., the data stored in SD data fields). 

In the first column, all imported properties are listed in this section. In the second and 
third column of this list, the number of compounds for which the respective property is 
available or missing is provided (see Figure 43). 
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Figure 43 User properties of a dataset. 

 

Again, the filtering process to display only those compounds in the spreadsheet view 
that exhibit or miss a particular user property can be applied by clicking on the eye-
shaped symbol (        ) next to the property name (display all) or to the number of 
available or missing property (see Figure 44). 

 

 

Figure 44 Filtering of user properties. 

 

The filtering can be reset, by clicking on the eye-shaped symbol next to total in the 
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section Compounds of the panel Dataset Summary (see Figure 45). 

 

 

Figure 45 Resetting the filtering of user properties. 

 

Search fields 

The Data Manager provides two search fields in the bottom row of the All Available 
Content panel (left panel) and in the molecule spreadsheet (middle panel, see Figure 
46). 
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Figure 46 The search fields (1). 

 

A search phrase (text and numeric) can be entered into the fields. The buttons 
Previous and Next can be used to jump to the previous or next instance of the 
searched phrase in the respective panel (see Figure 47). 

 

 

Figure 47 The search fields (2). 
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The CORINA Clean/3D Workflow 

The CORINA Clean/3D workflow consists of a series of predefined steps that are 
performed in an interactive, transparent and consecutive manner. The workflow offers 
of the following functionalities applied on chemical compound sets. 

• Clean-up and standardization of chemical structures 

o Removal of chemical records that do not have a chemical structure, i.e., a 
connection table 

o Removal of small fragments in chemical records, such as counter ions in salts 
or solvent molecules 

o Neutralization of formal charges in chemical structures 

o Detection and removal of duplicate chemical structures 

• Generation of 3D structures by CORINA Classic 

After the steps have been performed the cleaned-up compound set can be stored in 
the database of CORINA Symphony, exported in chemical and table file formats or 
both. 

The CORINA Clean/3D workflow can be started by clicking on the respective box on 
the Start Page or by selecting it in the Main Menu of CORINA Symphony (see Figure 
48). 

 

 

Figure 48 Starting the CORINA Clean/3D workflow. 

 

The CORINA Clean/3D workflow starts with the Select Input page (see Figure 49). 

Generally for workflows, the two top bars are the navigation bars. 

The top row bar displays the name of the current workflow step. 
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The second row provides the navigation buttons Back and Next (left part) to jump to 
the previous or the next step of a workflow. 

In addition, the colored navigation bar highlights the current workflow step (see Figure 
49). 

By using the Main Menu, a workflow can be left and another functionality of CORINA 
Symphony can be selected. 

On the Select Input page, compound sets can be selected in the following three 
different ways by pressing one of the buttons in the center of the page (see Figure 49). 

• Load Single Compound File 

• Load All Compound Files from Directory 

• Select Dataset from Database 

 

 

Figure 49 Select Input page of the CORINA Clean/3D workflow and 
general navigation elements. 

 

When pressing the button Load Single Compound File, the Load Compound File dialog 
appears and a chemical file can be selected (see Figure 50). 

The list of supported file formats is given in the section "Supported File Formats" on 
page 96. 
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Figure 50 Load a single compound file. 

 

When pressing the button Load All Compound Files from Directory, the Load All 
Compound Files from Directory dialog appears and a directory that contains chemical 
files can be selected (see Figure 51). 

All chemical files that are detected in the selected directory are loaded into the 
application and regarded as a single compound set. 

 

 

Figure 51 Load compound files from a directory. 

 

When pressing the button Select Dataset from Database, the workflow jumps to the 
next step and all compound sets that are existing in the database are listed. A single 
compound set can be selected (see Figure 51). 
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Figure 52 Loading a compound set from the database. 

 

Once a compound set has been selected, the application displays a Data Manager-type 
of page that offers some of the functionality to browse and inspect the selected 
compound set (see Figure 52, for further information about the Data Manager, please 
refer to section "Data Manager" on page 9). 

 

 

Figure 53 Browsing and viewing the selected compound set. 

 

Click on the button Next in the navigation bar to enter the next step of the workflow 
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(see Figure 54). On this page, called Setup Structure Clean Steps, the structure clean-
up and standardization process is set up. 

 

 

Figure 54 Setting the structure clean-up and standardization process. 

 

The following four options are available for structure clean-up and standardization. 

• Remove Empty Compounds to remove all compounds that do not have a 
connection table, i.e., a chemical structure (either 2D or 3D) at all 

• Remove Small Fragments to remove counter ions in salts, solvents or small 
fragments in general in a chemical structures and to keep the largest fragment 

• Neutralize Charged Compounds to neutralize formal charges in chemical 
structures where appropriate 

• Remove Duplicates to detect and remove duplicate chemical structures in the 
selected compound set 

The structure clean-up and standardization process is started by pressing the button 
Next in the navigation bar. 

First, the empty compounds are removed and the number of deleted empty 
compounds is reported in the right panel Dataset Summary in the section General 
Information in the History (see Figure 55). 

The sections Compounds and User Properties in the panel Dataset Summary are 
updated accordingly (see Figure 55). 
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Figure 55 Removal of empty compounds. 

 

By pressing the button Next in the navigation bar the removal of small fragments is 
started and the results are presented on the following page of the workflow, the 
Remove Small Fragments page (see Figure 56). 

 

 

Figure 56 Remove Small Fragments page. 

 

The left spreadsheet view is now split into two spreadsheet. The most left spreadsheet 
displays the compound set Before Removal of Small Fragments and the spreadsheet 
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in the middle shows the compound set After Removal of Small Fragments (see Figure 
56). 

In the History in the right panel Dataset Summary in the section General Information, 
the number of compounds that had small fragments is displayed. 

By scrolling down, the compounds from which small fragments were removed can be 
identified. They are highlighted in both spreadsheets (see Figure 57). 

 

 

Figure 57 Checking the compounds for which small fragments have been removed. 

 

In the right spreadsheet, CORINA Symphony suggest the fragment that should be kept. 
This suggestion can be over-ruled by double-clicking the highlighted cell with the 
structure depiction in the right spreadsheet Dataset After Removal of Small 
Fragments (see Figure 57). 

The Select Fragment editor appears (see Figure 58). 
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Figure 58 The Select Fragment editor. 

 

In the Select Fragment editor, all original fragments are shown and the fragment that 
should be kept can be selected by ticking the boxes in the lower right corner of the 
depictions (see Figure 58). 

After the selection of the fragment to be kept, the Select Fragment editor can be 
closed by clicking the button Ok. 

By pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, the process of neutralizing formal 
charges is started. 

The results of this step are presented on the following page of the workflow, the 
Neutralize Charged Structures page (see Figure 59). 

In the History in the right panel Dataset Summary in the section General Information, 
the number of compounds that were neutralized is displayed (see Figure 59). 

Again, two side-by-side spreadsheets show the compound set before and after the 
workflow step, i.e., the neutralization of formal charges. 

The neutralized species can be inspected by scrolling down in the spreadsheet to the 
highlighted compounds (see Figure 59). 
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Figure 59 Checking for compounds that were neutralized. 

 

In the right spreadsheet, CORINA Symphony suggest the neutralized species that 
should be kept. This suggestion can be over-ruled by double-clicking the highlighted 
cell with the structure depiction in the right spreadsheet Dataset After Neutralization 
(see Figure 59). 

The Select Neutralization State editor appears (see Figure 60). 

 

 

Figure 60 The Select Neutralization State editor. 

 

In the Select Neutralization State editor, the original and the neutralized species are 
shown and the species that should be kept can be selected by ticking the boxes in the 
lower right corner of the depictions (see Figure 60). 
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After the selection of the species to be kept, the Select Neutralization State editor can 
be closed by clicking the button Ok. 

By pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, the process of detecting duplicates 
(or multiples) is started. 

The results of this step are presented on the following page of the workflow, the 
Remove Duplicate Structures page (see Figure 61). 

The detected duplicates (and multiples) are grouped together in a spreadsheet in 
adjacent rows and the background of the structure depiction cells are highlighted by 
the same color. The compound that should be kept can be selected by ticking the box 
in the lower right corner of the depictions (see Figure 61). 

 

 

Figure 61 The Remove Duplicate Structures page. 

 

All table cells are editable (for further information, please see section "Editing Table 
Cells" on page 25) and comments and notes can be entered to the Compound history 
cell or any other appropriate property, e.g., why a particular duplicate was preferred 
and kept over the others. 

After the selection of the duplicate to be kept, the button Next in the navigation bar 
can be pressed in order to set up the 3D structure generation process (see Figure 62). 
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Figure 62 Setting up the 3D structure generation process by CORINA. 

 

The options available on the Setup 3D page vary depending on the status of the 
compound dataset. 

If all chemical structures in the dataset have existing (or imported) 3D coordinates 
including all hydrogen atoms (implicit hydrogen atoms are not allowed), the drop-
down list in the middle of this page offers the use of the existing 3D coordinates or the 
generation of new 3D coordinates by CORINA Classic (see Figure 63). 

 

 

Figure 63 Selection of 3D coordinates. 
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For the latter selection, the option to orient the generated 3D molecular models by 
their principal moments of inertia can be selected (see Figure 64). 

 

 

Figure 64 Selecting option for 3D structure generation by CORINA Classic. 

 

After pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, the 3D structure generation by 
CORINA Classic process is started (if selected). 

The CORINA Clean/3D workflow is finished now and the Save Results page is shown 
(see Figure 65). 

On the Save Results page the following four different options are available to save the 
results from the performed workflow. 

• Save Results in Database 

• Export Results as Compound File (e.g., SDF) 

• Export Results as Table (e.g., TSV) 

• Exit this Workflow 

If none of the first three options is selected before clicking on the button Exit this 
Workflow, the results of the performed workflow are not saved at all. 
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Figure 65 The Save Results page. 

 

The button Save Results in Database opens the dialog Save to Database to save the 
results of the performed workflow as a new compound set in the database (see Figure 
66). 

In this dialog, the compound identifier (Identifier) can be selected (a unique property 
that is available for all compounds, a Dataset Title and a Description can be specified 
(see Figure 66). 

The section Summary can be edited or notes and comments can be added (see Figure 
66). 

 

 

Figure 66 Saving the results of a performed workflow in the database. 

 

The two export options Export Results as Compound File (e.g., SDF) and Export 
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Results as Table (e.g., TSV) open an Export dialog to select a directory and a file name 
to save the results of the performed workflow (see Figure 67). 

The list of supported file formats is given in the section "Supported File Formats" on 
page 96. 

 

 

Figure 67 The Export dialog for a compound file. 

 

If the results have been saved to the database (see Figure 66), the button Exit this 
Workflow can be pressed to exit the workflow and to return to the Start Page of 
CORINA Symphony. 

The newly created compound set can be visualized and inspected in the Data Manager 
(see Figure 68). 

For further information about the Data Manager, please refer to section "Data 
Manager" on page 9. 
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Figure 68 Browsing the new compound set in the Data Manager (1). 

 

In the molecule spreadsheet view, the column Compound history lists all actions that 
were performed for a particular compound and the History in the right panel Dataset 
Summary in the section General Information is updated (see Figure 69). 

 

 

Figure 69 Browsing the new compound set in the Data Manager (2). 
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The CORINA Descriptors Workflow 

The CORINA Descriptors workflow consists of a series of predefined steps that are 
performed in an interactive, transparent and consecutive manner. The workflow offers 
of the following functionalities applied on chemical compound sets. 

• Selection and calculation of chemical and physicochemical properties (or 
descriptors, optionally also quantum-mechanical parameters) 

• Selection and calculation of chemotype fingerprints 

After the steps have been performed the cleaned-up compound set can be stored in 
the database of CORINA Symphony, exported in chemical and table file formats or 
both. 

The CORINA Descriptors workflow can be started by clicking on the respective box on 
the Start Page or by selecting it in the Main Menu of CORINA Symphony (see Figure 
70). 

 

 

Figure 70 Starting the CORINA Descriptors workflow. 

 

The CORINA Descriptors workflow starts with the Select Input page (see Figure 71). 

Generally for workflows, the two top bars are the navigation bars. 

The top row bar displays the name of the current workflow step. 

The second row provides the navigation buttons Back and Next (left part) to jump to 
the previous or the next step of a workflow. 

In addition, the colored navigation bar highlights the current workflow step (see Figure 
71). 

By using the Main Menu, a workflow can be left and another functionality of CORINA 
Symphony can be selected. 
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On the Select Input page, compound sets can be selected in the following three 
different ways by pressing one of the buttons in the center of the page (see Figure 71). 

• Load Single Compound File 

• Load All Compound Files from Directory 

• Select Dataset from Database 

 

 

Figure 71 Select Input page of the CORINA Descriptors workflow and 
general navigation elements. 

 

When pressing the button Load Single Compound File, the Load Compound File dialog 
appears and a chemical file can be selected (see Figure 72). 

The list of supported file formats is given in the section "Supported File Formats" on 
page 96. 

 

 

Figure 72 Load a single compound file. 
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When pressing the button Load All Compound Files from Directory, the Load All 
Compound Files from Directory dialog appears and a directory that contains chemical 
files can be selected (see Figure 73). 

All chemical files that are detected in the selected directory are loaded into the 
application and regarded as a single compound set. 

 

 

Figure 73 Load compound files from a directory. 

 

When pressing the button Select Dataset from Database, the workflow jumps to the 
next step and all compound sets that are existing in the database are listed. A single 
compound set can be selected (see Figure 74). 

 

 

Figure 74 Loading a compound set from the database. 

 

Once a compound set has been selected, the application displays a Data Manager-type 
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of page that offers some of the functionality to browse and inspect the selected 
compound set (see Figure 75, for further information about the Data Manager, please 
refer to section "Data Manager" on page 9). 

 

 

Figure 75 Browsing and viewing the selected compound set. 

 

Clicking on the button Next in the navigation bar will enter the next step of the 
workflow. On this page, Setup 3D, the 3D coordinates that should be used for the 
calculation of descriptors that are depending on the 3D structure of a compound can 
be selected. 

The page looks differently depending on the following requirements. 

• Availability of (imported) 3D coordinates in the selected compound set (i.e., if all 
atoms including hydrogen atoms have valid 3D coordinates) 

• Availability of a license for the CORINA Clean/3D workflow 

This results in four different scenarios which are briefly described in the following. 

Case 1: No 3D coordinates and no CORINA Clean/3D license available 

In this case, any 3D coordinates-dependent descriptor (e.g., the molecular dipole 
moment) is calculated based on internally and newly generated 3D structures by 
CORINA Classic. No selection is possible on the page, Setup 3D (see Figure 76). 

At the end of the CORINA Descriptors workflow the 3D structures (and atom 
coordinates) generated by CORINA Classic cannot be written to the output file or 
stored in the database. 
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Figure 76 Selection of used 3D coordinates for descriptor calculation (1). 

 

Case 2: 3D coordinates but no CORINA Clean/3D license available 

In this case, the 3D coordinates that are used for the calculation of any 3D coordinates-
dependent descriptor (e.g., the molecular dipole moment) can be selected, i.e., either 
the 3D coordinates that are available in the compound set or newly generated 3D 
coordinates by CORINA Classic can be used (see Figure 77). 

At the end of the CORINA Descriptors workflow the 3D structures (and atom 
coordinates) generated by CORINA Classic cannot be written to the output file or 
stored in the database, but the imported (available) 3D coordinates are still present. 
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Figure 77 Selection of used 3D coordinates for descriptor calculation (2). 

 

Case 3: No 3D coordinates but CORINA Clean/3D license available 

In this case, any 3D coordinates-dependent descriptor (e.g., the molecular dipole 
moment) is calculated based on internally and newly generated 3D structures by 
CORINA Classic. On the page Setup 3D, no selection regarding the 3D coordinates is 
possible (see Figure 78). 

The CORINA option to orient the generated 3D structures by their principal moments 
of inertia can be selected (see also CORINA Clean/3D workflow). 

At the end of the CORINA Descriptors workflow the 3D structures (and atom 
coordinates) generated by CORINA Classic can be written to the output file or stored in 
the database. 
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Figure 78 Selection of used 3D coordinates for descriptor calculation (3). 

 

Case 4: 3D coordinates and CORINA Clean/3D license available 

In this case, any 3D coordinates-dependent descriptor (e.g., the molecular dipole 
moment) can be calculated based on the available (imported) 3D structures of the 
compound set or by internally and newly generated 3D structures by CORINA Classic. 
On the page Setup 3D, the selection regarding the 3D coordinates is possible (see 
Figure 79). The CORINA Classic option to orient the generated 3D structures by their 
principal moments of inertia can be selected (see also CORINA Clean/3D workflow). 

At the end of the CORINA Descriptors workflow the 3D structures (and atom 
coordinates) generated by CORINA Classic can be written to the output file or stored in 
the database. 
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Figure 79 Selection of used 3D coordinates for descriptor calculation (4). 

 

In the following steps, the assumption is made that for the calculation of any 3D 
coordinates-dependent descriptor (e.g., the molecular dipole moment), the internally 
and newly generated 3D structures by CORINA Classic are used. 

Clicking on the button Next in the navigation bar will enter the next step of the 
workflow. 

On this page, Select Properties, the properties (or descriptors) to be calculated can be 
selected (see Figure 80). 

CORINA Symphony provides the following six main categories of molecular descriptors 
and properties. 

• Global molecular descriptors 

• Shape descriptors 

• 2D property-weighted autocorrelation 

• 3D property-weighted autocorrelation 

• Property-weighted radial distribution functions (RDF) 

• Autocorrelation of surface properties 

Optionally, EMPIRE quantum-mechanical descriptors can be calculated. 

The available descriptors and properties that can be calculated by CORINA Symphony 
are described in detail in the section "Descriptors" on page 84. 
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Figure 80 Selecting the properties (or descriptors) to be calculated (1). 

 

The available descriptor and property categories are displayed in the left panel 
Available Symphony Properties on this page and can be opened by clicking on the 
small arrow-shaped button next to a category name (see Figure 83). 

 

 

Figure 81 Selecting the properties (or descriptors) to be calculated (2). 

 

By clicking on an individual property in a category, the right panel Summary is updated 
and displays a brief description (or help text) of the selected property (see Figure 82). 
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Figure 82 Brief description (or help text) of properties. 

 

Properties or categories can be transferred to the middle panel Selected Symphony 
Properties, i.e., they get selected for calculation, by using the arrow button ">" 
between the left and the middle panel (see Figure 83). 

They can be deselected by using the arrow button "<" (see Figure 83). 

 

 

Figure 83 Selecting and deselecting individual properties for calculation. 

 

With the arrow buttons ">>" and "<<", all available properties can be selected (i.e., 
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transferred to the middle panel Selected Symphony Properties) or all selected 
properties can be deselected (i.e., deleted from the middle panel Selected Symphony 
Properties, see Figure 84). 

 

 

 

Figure 84 Selecting and deselecting all properties for calculation. 

 

After the selection of the properties to be calculated, the button Next in the navigation 
bar can be pressed in order to select the chemotype set(s) that should be used for 
fingerprinting on the page Select Chemotypes (see Figure 85). 

The chemotype sets that are available are displayed in the left panel Available Sets of 
Chemotypes (see Figure 85). 

Additional chemotype sets that have been imported into the Data Manager (e.g., own 
or customized sets) are also displayed and available for selection in the left panel 
Available Sets of Chemotypes. 
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Figure 85 Selecting the chemotype set(s) for fingerprinting. 

 

As on the previous page to select the properties to be calculated, the arrow buttons 
between the panel Available Sets of Chemotypes and Selected Sets of Chemotypes 
can be used to select and deselect chemotype sets to be used for fingerprinting (see 
Figure 86). 

The arrow buttons ">" and "<" select and deselect individual chemotype sets, whereas 
the arrow buttons ">>" and "<<" select or deselect all available chemotype sets (see 
Figure 86). 
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Figure 86 Selecting and deselecting individual or all chemotype sets. 

 

Pressing the button Next in the navigation bar starts the calculation of both the 
selected properties and the chemotype fingerprints. 

Depending on the size of the compound set and the number of properties and 
chemotype sets, the calculation takes some time and a progress bar is displayed (see 
Figure 87). 

 

 

Figure 87 Calculation of properties and chemotype fingerprints. 
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On the following page, Calculate, the results of the properties (or descriptor) and 
chemotype fingerprint calculations can be browsed and inspected in the spreadsheet 
view (see Figure 88) 

 

 

Figure 88 Browsing the properties and chemotype fingerprint calculations. 

 

The right panel Dataset Summary has been updated and summarizes the statistics on 
the calculation process in the sections Symphony Properties and Chemotype sets (see 
Figure 89).  
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Figure 89 The Dataset Summary after a calculation. 

 

The filtering and selection process for displaying compounds for which calculations 
succeeded or failed works in the same way as described in the section "User Properties 
(available/missing)" on page 33 by using the eye-shaped symbols. 

Table cells for which a calculation failed are highlighted in pale red color and by 
hovering with the mouse over such a cell, some information about the reason for the 
failure is provided (see Figure 90).  

 

 

Figure 90 Information about failed calculations. 
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The right panel Dataset Summary can be hidden (and displayed again) by clicking on 
the button       in the top menu bar. This provides more space to inspect the results in 
the molecule spreadsheet view (see Figure 91). 

 

 

Figure 91 The Calculate page with hidden panel Dataset Summary. 

 

The spreadsheet view of the calculation results also provides the functionality to edit 
table cells as described in section "The Molecule Spreadsheet" on page 24. 

After pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, the CORINA Descriptor workflow 
is finished and the Save Results page is shown (see Figure 92). 

On the Save Results page the following four different options are available to save the 
results from the performed workflow. 

• Save Results in Database 

• Export Results as Compound File (e.g., SDF) 

• Export Results as Table (e.g., TSV) 

• Exit this Workflow 

If none of the first three options is selected before clicking on the button Exit this 
Workflow, the results of the performed workflow are not saved at all. 
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Figure 92 The Save Results page. 

 

The button Save Results in Database opens the dialog Save to Database to save the 
results of the performed workflow as a new compound set in the database (see Figure 
93). 

In this dialog, the compound identifier (Identifier) can be selected (a unique property 
that is available for all compounds), a Dataset Title and a Description can be specified 
(see Figure 93). 

The section Summary can be edited or notes and comments can be added (see Figure 
93). 

 

  

Figure 93 Saving the results of a performed workflow in the database. 
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The two export options Export Results as Compound File (e.g., SDF) and Export 
Results as Table (e.g., TSV) open an Export dialog to select a directory and a file name 
to save the results of the performed workflow (see Figure 94). 

The list of supported file formats is given in the section "Supported File Formats" on 
page 96. 

 

 

Figure 94 The Export dialog for a compound file. 

 

If the results have been saved to the database (see Figure 93), the button Exit this 
Workflow can be pressed to exit the workflow and to return to the Start Page of 
CORINA Symphony. 

The newly created compound set can be visualized and inspected in the Data Manager 
(see Figure 95). 

For further information about the Data Manager, please refer to section "Data 
Manager" on page 9. 
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Figure 95 Browsing the new compound set in the Data Manager (1). 

 

In the molecule spreadsheet view, the columns for the calculated descriptors and 
fingerprints can be inspected and the History in the right panel Dataset Summary in 
the section General Information is updated (see Figure 96). 

 

 

Figure 96 Browsing the new compound set in the Data Manager (2). 
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The CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors Workflow 

The CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow is a combination of the workflows 
CORINA Clean/3D and CORINA Descriptors. And the two workflows are performed in a 
consecutive manner. 

The CORINA Clean/3D workflow consists of a series of predefined steps that are 
performed in an interactive, transparent and consecutive manner. The workflow offers 
of the following functionalities applied on chemical compound sets. 

• Clean-up and standardization of chemical structures 

o Removal of chemical records that do not have a chemical structure, i.e., a 
connection table 

o Removal of small fragments in chemical records, such as counter ions in salts 
or solvent molecules 

o Neutralization of formal charges in chemical structures 

o Detection and removal of duplicate chemical structures 

• Generation of 3D structures by CORINA Classic 

The CORINA Clean/3D workflow is described in detail in section "The CORINA 
Clean/3D Workflow" on page 37. 

The CORINA Descriptors workflow consists of a series of predefined steps that are 
performed in an interactive, transparent and consecutive manner. The workflow offers 
of the following functionalities applied on chemical compound sets. 

• Selection and calculation of chemical and physicochemical properties (or 
descriptors) 

• Selection and calculation of chemotype fingerprints 

The CORINA Descriptor workflow is described in detail in section "The CORINA 
Descriptors Workflow" on page 52. 

After both workflows have been performed the cleaned-up compound set can be 
stored in the database of CORINA Symphony, exported in chemical and table file 
formats or both. 

The CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow can be started by clicking on the 
respective box on the Start Page or by selecting it in the Main Menu of CORINA 
Symphony (see Figure 97). 
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Figure 97 Starting the CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow. 

 

After pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, compound sets can be imported 
through selection from the database and imported from files and directories (see 
Figure 98). 

This procedure is described in detail in section "The CORINA Clean/3D Workflow" on 
page 37. 

 

 

Figure 98 Selecting compound sets for the CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors 
workflow. 
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After selecting a compound set, pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, starts 
the workflow at the first page of the CORINA Clean/3D workflow (see Figure 99). 

 

 

Figure 99 First step in the CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow. 

 

After all steps have been performed, the page Calculate is reached to browse and 
inspect the results of the workflow (see Figure 100). 

 

 

Figure 100 The page Calculate after performing the  
CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow. 
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After pressing the button Next in the navigation bar, all results can finally be stored in 
the database of CORINA Symphony, exported in chemical and table file formats or 
both (see Figure 101). 

This procedure is described in detail in section "The CORINA Descriptors Workflow" on 
page 52. 

 

 

Figure 101 Saving the results of the CORINA Clean/3D & Descriptors workflow. 
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Command Line Version of CORINA Symphony 

CORINA Symphony also supports the execution by command line at a command line 
prompt. This allows an easy integration into existing workflows and IT environments 
for high-throughput and routinely carried out calculations. 

Versions 

The command line version is available for Microsoft Windows. It can be started at a 
Microsoft Windows command prompt. 

The Microsoft Windows command line version of CORINA Symphony can be run on 
Microsoft Windows desktop and server platforms. 

Command Line Options and Parameters 

The following command line will display some help on the screen how to run CORINA 
Symphony in command line mode (see also Figure 102). 

 

$>moses symphony batch help 

 

 

Figure 102 The command line version executed at a Windows command prompt. 

 

Major Program Call 

A command line of CORINA Symphony starts with the major program call 
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"moses symphony batch" 

General Options 

A command line of CORINA Symphony consists of the major program call (see also 
above) 

 
"moses symphony batch", 

 

followed by the specification of the input and output files, e.g., 

 
"-i inputFile.sdf -o outputFile.sdf" 

 

and finalized by the sub-command 

 
"clean" or "descriptors" 

 

and its respective sub-options to process the input file accordingly. Table A lists the 
command line options for the major program call. 

 Command line options for major program call. 

Short option Long option Description 

-i <value> --input-files <value> Specify the input file names <value>. 

Allowed file formats are Molfile, SD file and 
SMILES. 

The format of an input file is recognized 
through the file extension. 

A list of file names can be separated by ",". 

-o <value> --output-file <value> Specify the output file name <value>. 

Allowed chemical file formats are Molfile, 
SD file and SMILES. 

Allowed table file formats are tsv (tab-
separated value) and csv (comma-separated 
values) 

The format of the output file is recognized 
through the file extension. 

-p <value> --project-file <value> Specify the project file <value>. 

Please note. For compatibility reasons, 
project files have to be in ADRIANA.Code 
format. 
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Short option Long option Description 

-L <value> --list-arg-sep <value> Use separator <value> to separate 
arguments in lists. 

With this option, the separator to 
concatenate arguments in option lists can 
be specified by <value> for the entire 
remaining command line. 

If <value> is set to ";" the list of input file 
names in option "-i" is 
"infile1.sdf;infile2.smi;infile3.mol". 

Allowed options are all ASCII characters. 

Please note. This option is position-
dependent and impacts the entire 
remaining command line. A second option 
"-L <value>" overwrites the parameter 
<value> of the previously set option "-L". 

 

Command line examples 

Read in an SD file with chemical structures, calculate the descriptors listed in an 
ADRIANA.Code project file and write the calculated descriptors into a tab-separated 
value file. The command line is executed at a Microsoft Windows command prompt. 

 

$>moses symphony batch –i inputFile.sdf  

-o outputFile.tsv –p my-project-file.prj decriptors 

 

CORINA Clean Workflow Command Line Options 

After the major program call and the settings for input and output file the CORINA 
Clean workflow is called by the sub-command "clean" and its respective sub-options. 
Table B lists the available sub-options for the CORINA Clean workflow. 

 Command line sub-options for CORINA Clean workflow. 

Short option Long option Description 

-N  --neutralize Neutralize formal charges. 

This options detects and neutralizes formal 
charges at [C,S,P]-[O-] and [NH+] functional 
groups in structures. 

-D <value> --remove-duplicates 
<value> 

Remove duplicate structures and write 
removed to file <value>. 

This option detects and removes duplicate 
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Short option Long option Description 

(or multiple) instances of chemical 
structures in an multi-record input file. 

The first instance is kept, all subsequent 
instances are removed and can be written 
to the file <value>. 

The format of the file <value> is the same as 
the input file. 

-E --remove-empty Remove structure records without CT 
(connection table, i.e., no chemical 
structure). 

This option removes chemical records in an 
input file which do not have a connection 
table information, i.e., the record has no 
chemical structure at all. 

-R --remove-fragments Remove small fragments. 

This option removes all but the largest 
fragments in a multi-component chemical 
record (e.g., counter-ions in salts or solvent 
molecules). 

 

Command line example 

Read in an SD file with chemical structures, perform all options available in the CORINA 
Clean workflow, write out the detected duplicates into a separate file and write the 
cleaned-up compounds into an SD file. 

 

$>moses symphony batch –i inputFile.sdf  

-o outputFile.sdf clean –N –D duplicates.sdf –E -R 
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CORINA Descriptors Workflow Command Line Options 

After the major program call and the settings for input and output file the CORINA 
Descriptors workflow is called by the sub-command "descriptors" and its 
respective sub-options. Table C lists the available sub-options for the CORINA 
Descriptors workflow. 

 Command line sub-options for CORINA Descriptors workflow. 

Short option Long option Description 

-a --all-properties Calculate all descriptors. 

This option forces the application to 
calculate all available descriptors (excluding 
fingerprints) and to write them to the 
output file. 

-e <value> --error-value <value> Use <value> for failed calculations in output 
table files. 

If a calculation of a particular descriptor 
fails, the expression <value> is used as a 
replacement for the descriptor value in an 
output table file (tsv, csv). 

Thus, all rows in a table file have the same 
number of values, although a calculation 
failed. 

-f <value> --fingerprint-files <value> Use chemotype files <value> for 
fingerprinting. 

This option specifies the chemotype file that 
should be used for fingerprinting. 

Allowed file extension are CSRML and XML, 
however, the file format has to be CSRML. 

A list of file names can be provided 
separated by ",". 

-l <value> --label <value> Use the property <value> stored in the 
input file as compound identifier. 

This option specifies the property that is 
stored in the input chemical file which is 
used as a compound identifier. 

In table output files the compound identifier 
is copied into the first column. 

A compound identifier should be present 
and unique for all compounds (structures) in 
the input files. 
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Short option Long option Description 

-o <value> --orient <value> Orient newly generated 3D structures by 
moments of inertia (<value> : "on" or "off"). 

With <value> set to "on", all generated 3D 
structures are oriented according to their 
principal moments of inertia, if the 3D 
coordinates generated by CORINA Classic 
are used for 3D-dependent descriptor 
calculation (see also option "-d" below). 

If <value> of this option is set to "off", the 
structures are not oriented accordingly. 

-x <value> --prefix <value> Use string <value> to add as prefix name of 
descriptors. 

This option adds to the name of each 
descriptor name in the output file the 
expression defined by <value> as a prefix. 

If <value> is set to "My_Prefix_", the name 
of each descriptor will start with 
"My_Prefix_"(e.g., "My_Prefix_Weight"). 

-p <value> --properties <value> Calculate only descriptors specified in list 
<value>. 

With this option, a list of descriptors 
separated by "," which should be calculated 
can be specified, e.g., "-p 
Weight,ASA,TPSA". 

The separator can be changed and specified 
with the option "-L" (see below). 

A list of all available descriptors and their 
names is provided below in this section. 

-s <value> --properties-list <value> Calculate only descriptors specified in file 
<value>. 

With this option, a list of descriptors stored 
in the file named <value> which should be 
calculated can be specified. 

A list of all available descriptors, their 
names and an example file is provided 
below in this section. 

-d <value> --use-3d <value> Generate new 3D (<value>: "discard") or 
use 3D coordinates provided in the input file 
(<value>: "read") 

This option decides, if for 3D-dependent 
descriptor calculation the 3D coordinates 
provided in the input file should be used 
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Short option Long option Description 

(<value> is "read") or if the input 3D 
coordinates should be discarded (<value> is 
"discard") and newly generated 3D 
coordinates should be used. 

-L <value> --list-arg-sep <value> Use separator <value> to separate 
arguments in lists. 

With this option, the separator to 
concatenate arguments in option lists can 
be specified by <value> for the entire 
remaining command line. 

If <value> is set to ";" the list of descriptors 
in option "-p" is "Weight;ASA;TPSA". 

Allowed options are all ASCII characters. 

Please note. This option is position-
dependent and impacts the entire 
remaining command line. A second option 
"-L <value>" overwrites the parameter 
<value> of the previously set option "-L" 
(see also second command line example 
below). 

 

Command line examples 

Read in an SD file with the cleaned-up chemical structures from the workflow above, 
calculate a list of descriptors separated by the character "/", calculate fingerprints with 
the ToxPrint chemotypes library, use 3D coordinates generated by CORINA Classic and 
orient them according to their moments of inertia and write the calculated descriptors 
and fingerprints into a tab-separated value file. 

 

$> moses symphony batch –i inputFile.sdf  

-o outputFile.tsv descriptors -L / –p ASA/TPSA/Dipole  

-f toxprint_V2.0.xml –d discard –o on 

 

Read in two SD files separated by the character "/", calculate a set of descriptors 
provided as a comma-separated list (character ",") and use the read-in 3D coordinates. 

 

$> moses symphony batch –L \ –i infile1.sdf/infile2.sdf  

-o outputFile.sdf descriptors -L , –p 

ASA,TPSA,Dipole:Ext3D –-use-3d read 
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Example of a Descriptor File 

In the following, an example for a descriptor file (Symphony Properties) is provided for 
reading in by the CORINA Symphony command line version (option "-s <value>" or 
"--properties-list <value>" (see Figure 103). 

Furthermore, the logic how to specify a property that depends on a series of 
parameters (or keys) is described. 

Some of the properties need to be specified by a serial key that code for the 
parameters from which the property is depending on, whereas the individual keys are 
separated by the colon character ":". 

All descriptors and properties that are depending on the 3D structure of a molecule 
need to be specified with a key that decides which 3D structure should be used. The 
following settings and keys are supported. 

• Available (imported) 3D structure, key: ":Ext3D" 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) without orientation, key: ":Cor3D:ori0" 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) with orientation, key: ":Cor3D:ori1" 

The keys that are needed for the vector-based descriptors which are parametrized 
with atom pair or surface point properties (see sections "2D Property-Weighted 
Autocorrelation", "3D Property-Weighted Autocorrelation", "Property-Weighted Radial 
Distribution Functions (RDF)" and "Autocorrelation of Surface Properties") can be 
taken from the respective tables Table G to Table J in the respective sections. 

For instance, the key for the 2D autocorrelation vector using total atom charges (see 
Table G on page 90) is "2DACorr:TotChg". For further examples, please see also 
Figure 103. 

 

HAcc 

HDon 

LogS 

McGowan 

Dipole:Cor3D:ori1 

Complex 

Polariz 

XlogP 

InertiaX:Ext3D 

Span:Cor3D:ori0 

2DACorr:TotChg 

3DACorr:Polariz:Cor3D:ori0 

RDF:SigEN:Cor3D:ori1 

SurfACorr:ESP:Ext3D 

Figure 103 Example for a descriptor file. 
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The keys for the EMPIRE quantum-mechanical descriptors can be taken from Table F in 
section "EMPIRE Quantum-Mechanical Descriptors". 
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Descriptors and Chemotypes 

In the following sections, information about the descriptors and chemotypes that are 
available in CORINA Symphony is provided. 

Descriptors 

CORINA Symphony provides the following six main categories of molecular descriptors 
and properties. 

• Global molecular descriptors 

• Shape descriptors 

• Quantum-mechanical properties (semi-empirical MO methods) 

• 2D property-weighted autocorrelation 

• 3D property-weighted autocorrelation 

• Property-weighted radial distribution functions (RDF) 

• Autocorrelation of surface properties 

Optionally, EMPIRE quantum-mechanical descriptors can be calculated. 

Global molecular, shape and quantum-mechanical descriptors represent a chemical 
structure by a structural, chemical or physicochemical feature or property of the 
molecule expressed by a single value. 

2D and 3D property-weighted autocorrelation, property-weighted radial distribution 
functions and autocorrelation of surface properties are vector-based molecular 
descriptors and represent a chemical structure by a vector of fixed length independent 
of the size of the molecule. These vectors are derived either from the 2D, the 3D or the 
molecular surface representation of a chemical compound in combination with 
physicochemical atom or surface properties. 

Global Molecular Descriptors 

Global molecular descriptors represent a chemical structure by a structural, chemical 
or physicochemical feature or property of the molecule expressed by a single value. 
They are derived either from the gross formula, the constitution (2D structure, i.e., the 
connection table that is the list of atoms and bonds present in a molecule) or from the 
3D structure of a molecule. Prior to the calculation of the descriptors, implicit 
hydrogen atoms are added to the input structure. 3D Cartesian coordinates can be 
calculated by the integrated module of the 3D structure generator CORINA Classic 
unless they are not provided in the input file [1]-[3]. 

The following global molecular descriptors are available (see Table D). 
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 Available global molecular descriptors. 

Descriptor Description Unit Key 

Number of atoms Total number of atoms in the 
molecule (including hydrogen 
atoms) 

- Atoms 

Number of bonds Total number of bonds in the 
molecule 

- Bonds 

Number of rotatable 
bonds 

Number of open-chain, single 
rotatable bonds [12] 

- BondsRot 

Number of hydrogen 
bonding acceptors 

Total number of hydrogen bonding 
acceptors derived from the sum of 
nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the 
molecule [13] 

- HAcc 

Number of oxygen 
atom-based hydrogen 
bonding acceptors 

Number of hydrogen bonding 
acceptors derived from the sum of 
oxygen atoms in the molecule [13] 

- HAccO 

Number of nitrogen 
atom-based hydrogen 
bonding acceptors 

Number of hydrogen bonding 
acceptors derived from the sum of 
nitrogen atoms in the molecule 
[13] 

- HAccN 

Number of hydrogen 
bonding donors 

Total number of hydrogen bonding 
donors derived from the sum of 
nitrogen and oxygen atoms in the 
molecule [13] 

- HDon 

Number of oxygen 
atom-based hydrogen 
bonding donors 

Number of hydrogen bonding 
donors derived from the sum of 
oxygen atoms in the molecule [13] 

- HDonO 

Number of nitrogen 
atom-based hydrogen 
bonding donors 

Number of hydrogen bonding 
donors derived from the sum of 
nitrogen atoms in the molecule 
[13] 

- HDonN 

Number of Rule-of-
Five violations 

Number of violations of the 
Lipinski's rule of 5 (Weight > 500, 
XlogP > 5, HDon > 5, HAcc > 10) 
[13] 

- Ro5Viol 

Number of extended 
Rule-of-Five violations 

Number of violations of the 
extended Lipinski's rule of 5 
(additional rule: number of 
rotatable bonds > 10) [13] 

- Ro5ViolExt 

Total number of 
tetrahedral stereo 

Total number of tetrahedral chiral  Stereo 
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Descriptor Description Unit Key 

centers centers in the molecule 

Molecular weight Molecular weight derived from the 
gross formula [14] 

Da Weight 

Molecular complexity Molecular complexity according to 
the approach by Hendrickson [15] 

- Complex 

Ring complexity Ring complexity according to the 
approach by Gasteiger and 
Jochum [16] 

- ComplexRing 

Approximate surface 
area 

Approximate surface area of the 
molecule [17] 

Å2 ASA 

McGowan molecular 
volume 

McGowan molecular volume 
approximated by fragment 
contributions [18] 

ml/mol McGowan 

Topological polar 
surface area 

Topological polar surface area of 
the molecule derived from polar 
2D fragments [19] 

Å2 TPSA 

Molecular dipole 
moment 

Dipole moment of the molecule 
[1]-[3], [20]-[27] 

D Dipole 

Mean molecular 
polarizability 

Mean molecular polarizability of 
the molecule [28]-[31] 

Å3 Polariz 

Aqueous solubility 
(logS) 

Solubility of the molecule in water 
in [log units] [32],[33] 

log units LogS 

Octanol/water 
partition coefficient 
(logP) 

Octanol/water partition 
coefficient in [log units] of the 
molecule following the XlogP 
approach [34] 

log units XlogP 

 

The descriptor "topological polar surface area/TPSA" does not take into account 
increments of phosphorus and sulfur atoms. 

The descriptor "Molecular dipole moment/Dipole" is depending on the 3D structure of 
a molecule and can be used with the following settings. 

• Available (imported) 3D structure (Ext3D) 

• CORINA generated 3D structure without orientation (Cor3D:ori0) 

• CORINA generated 3D structure with orientation (Cor3D:ori1) 

Shape Descriptors 

Although, shape descriptors also represent a molecule by a single value, these 
descriptors form an own category within the descriptor hierarchy of CORINA 
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Symphony. As the name already implies, shape descriptors characterize the size and 
the spatial shape of a molecule, e.g., if a molecule has a more elongated or a spherical 
shape. Shape descriptors are derived from the 3D structure of a molecule. Prior to the 
calculation of the descriptors, implicit hydrogen atoms are added to the input 
structure. 3D Cartesian coordinates can be calculated by the integrated module of the 
3D structure generator CORINA Classic unless they are not provided in the input file 
[1]-[3]. 

The following shape descriptors are available (see Table E). 

 Available shape descriptors. 

Descriptor Description Unit Key 

Molecular asphericity Molecular asphericity [35] - Aspheric 

Molecular eccentricity Molecular eccentricity [35] - Eccentric 

Molecular diameter Maximum distance between two 
atoms in the molecule [36] 

Å Diameter 

Principal moment of 
inertia of 1st principal 
axis 

Principal component of the inertia 
tensor in x-direction [35] 

Da∙Å² InertiaX 

Principal moment of 
inertia of 2nd principal 
axis 

Principal component of the inertia 
tensor in y-direction [35] 

Da∙Å² InertiaY 

Principal moment of 
inertia of 3rd principal 
axis 

Principal component of the inertia 
tensor in z-direction [35] 

Da∙Å² InertiaZ 

Molecular radius of 
gyration 

Radius of gyration [37],[38] Å Rgyr 

Molecular span Radius of the smallest sphere 
centered at the center of mass 
which completely encloses all 
atoms in the molecule [37] 

Å Span 

 

All shape descriptors are depending on the 3D structure of a molecule and can be used 
with the following settings. 

• Available (imported) 3D structure (Ext3D) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) without orientation (Cor3D:ori0) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) with orientation (Cor3D:ori1) 

EMPIRE Quantum-Mechanical Descriptors 

Please note that the EMPIRE quantum-mechanical descriptors are optional. 
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Quantum-mechanical (QM) descriptors also represent a molecule by a single value. 
However, the underlying theory and scientific approaches are completely different 
compared to the global and shape descriptors described above. The global and shape 
descriptors described above are calculated by methods which are purely based on an 
empirical background. Quantum-mechanical descriptors are derived from molecular 
orbital calculations based on quantum-mechanical considerations. For this, CORINA 
Symphony uses an internal library of the semi-empirical molecular orbital program 
EMPIRE [6]-[8]. 

Prior to the calculation of the QM properties (descriptors), implicit hydrogen atoms are 
added to the input structure and 3D Cartesian coordinates are calculated by the 
integrated module of the 3D structure generator CORINA Classic unless they are not 
provided in the input file [1]-[3]. The QM descriptors are calculated on the basis of the 
3D geometry internally generated by CORINA Classic or by the input 3D coordinates 
(single-point calculations). 

The following quantum-mechanical descriptors are available (see Table F). 

 Available quantum-mechanical descriptors. 

Descriptor Description Unit Key 

AM1 heat of 

formation (Hf) 
Heat of formation (Hf) using the 
AM1 Hamiltonian [39] 

kcal/mol HoF:AM1 

AM1 LUMO energy Energy of the lowest-unoccupied 
molecular orbital using the AM1 
Hamiltonian [39] 

eV Lumo:AM1 

AM1 HOMO energy Energy of the highest-occupied 
molecular orbital using the AM1 
Hamiltonian [39] 

eV Homo:AM1 

AM1 HOMO/LUMO 
gap 

Energy difference of the highest-
occupied and the lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital 
using the AM1 Hamiltonian [39] 

eV HomoLumoGap
:AM1 

AM1s heat of 

formation (Hf) 
Heat of formation (Hf) using the 
AM1s Hamiltonian [40] 

kcal/mol HoF:AM1 

AM1s LUMO energy Energy of the lowest-unoccupied 
molecular orbital using the AM1s 
Hamiltonian [40] 

eV Lumo:AM1s 

AM1s HOMO energy Energy of the highest-occupied 
molecular orbital using the AM1s 
Hamiltonian [40] 

eV Homo:AM1s 

AM1s HOMO/LUMO 
gap 

Energy difference of the highest-
occupied and the lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital 
using the AM1s Hamiltonian [40] 

eV HomoLumoGap
:AM1s 
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Descriptor Description Unit Key 

PM3 heat of 

formation (Hf) 
Heat of formation (Hf) using the 
PM3 Hamiltonian [41] 

kcal/mol HoF:PM3 

PM3 LUMO energy Energy of the lowest-unoccupied 
molecular orbital using the PM3 
Hamiltonian [41] 

eV Lumo:PM3 

PM3 HOMO energy Energy of the highest-occupied 
molecular orbital using the PM3 
Hamiltonian [41] 

eV Homo:PM3 

PM3 HOMO/LUMO 
gap 

Energy difference of the highest-
occupied and the lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital 
using the PM3 Hamiltonian [41] 

eV HomoLumoGap
:PM3 

MNDO heat of 

formation (Hf) 
Heat of formation (Hf) using the 
MNDO Hamiltonian [42] 

kcal/mol HoF:MNDO 

MNDO LUMO energy Energy of the lowest-unoccupied 
molecular orbital using the MNDO 
Hamiltonian [42] 

eV Lumo:MNDO 

MNDO HOMO energy Energy of the highest-occupied 
molecular orbital using the MNDO 
Hamiltonian [42] 

eV Homo:MNDO 

MNDO HOMO/LUMO 
gap 

Energy difference of the highest-
occupied and the lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital 
using the MNDO Hamiltonian [42] 

eV HomoLumoGap
:MNDO 

MNDO/d heat of 

formation (Hf) 
Heat of formation (Hf) using the 
MNDO/d Hamiltonian [43] 

kcal/mol HoF:MNDOd 

MNDO/d LUMO 
energy 

Energy of the lowest-unoccupied 
molecular orbital using the 
MNDO/d Hamiltonian [43] 

eV Lumo:MNDOd 

MNDO/d HOMO 
energy 

Energy of the highest-occupied 
molecular orbital using the 
MNDO/d Hamiltonian [43] 

eV Homo:MNDOd 

MNDO/d 
HOMO/LUMO gap 

Energy difference of the highest-
occupied and the lowest-
unoccupied molecular orbital 
using the MNDO/d Hamiltonian 
[43] 

eV HomoLumoGap
:MNDOd 

 

All quantum-mechanical descriptors are depending on the 3D structure of a molecule 
and can be used with the following settings. 
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• Available (imported) 3D structure (Ext3D) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) without orientation (Cor3D:ori0) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) with orientation (Cor3D:ori1) 

2D Property-Weighted Autocorrelation 

Topological or 2D property-weighted autocorrelation (2D autocorrelation or 2D 
autocorrelation vectors) uses the 2D structure of a molecule (i.e., the molecular graph 
as expressed by the connection table) and atom pair properties as a basis to derive 
vector-based molecular descriptors [44],[45]. The products of atom pair properties are 
summed up for certain topological distances which is the number of bonds on the 
shortest path between two atoms. Thus, for each topological distance a single value is 
obtained that is one coefficient of the resulting 2D autocorrelation vector. 

Table G lists the atom pair properties that are available for 2D property-weighted 
autocorrelation functions. 

 Available atom pair properties for 2D autocorrelation. 

Atom Pair Property Description Key 

Identity 2D autocorrelation weighted by atom 
identities, i.e., "1" for an atom 

2DACorr:Ident 

 Charge 2D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
charges [20]-[23] 

2DACorr:SigChg 

 Charge 2D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
charges [24]-[27] 

2DACorr:PiChg 

Total charge 2D autocorrelation weighted by total 

atom charges (sum of  and  charges) 
[20]-[27] 

2DACorr:TotChg 

 Electronegativity 2D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
electronegativities [20]-[23] 

2DACorr:SigEN 

 Electronegativity 2D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
electronegativities [24]-[27] 

2DACorr:PiEN 

Lone pair 
electronegativity 

2D autocorrelation weighted by lone pair 
electronegativities [24]-[27] 

2DACorr:LpEN 

Effective polarizability 2D autocorrelation weighted by effective 
atom polarizabilities [28]-[31] 

2DACorr:Polariz 

 

2D property-weighted autocorrelation vectors are calculated applying the following 
settings. 
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• Only non-hydrogen atoms are taken into account and hydrogen atoms are 
excluded from the calculation of the 2D property-weighted autocorrelation 
vectors 

• The minimum topological distance (number of bonds along the shortest path 
between two atoms) is "0" 

• The maximum topological distance (number of bonds along the shortest path 
between two atoms) is "10" 

• The 2D autocorrelation coefficients are not weighted by the total number of 
distances in a respective interval 

The resulting vector consists of eleven values (11 topological distance bins). 

3D Property-Weighted Autocorrelation 

3D or spatial autocorrelation (3D autocorrelation or 3D autocorrelation vectors) uses 
the 3D structure of a molecule (i.e., the Cartesian atomic coordinates) and atom pair 
properties as a basis to derive vector-based molecular descriptors [46][47]. The 
products of atom pair properties are summed up for certain 3D distance intervals. 
Thus, for each 3D distance interval a single value is obtained that is one coefficient of 
the resulting 3D autocorrelation vector. 

If no 3D structure is provided in the input file the integrated module of the 3D 
structure generator CORINA Classic is used to generate 3D Cartesian coordinates [1]-
[3]. Prior to the calculation of the descriptors implicit given hydrogen atoms are added 
to the input structure. 

Table H lists the atom properties that are available. 

 Available atom pair properties for 3D autocorrelation. 

Atom Pair Property Description Key 

Identity 3D autocorrelation weighted by atom 
identities, i.e., "1" for an atom 

3DACorr:Ident 

 Charge 3D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
charges [20]-[23] 

3DACorr:SigChg 

 Charge 3D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
charges [24]-[27] 

3DACorr:PiChg 

Total charge 3D autocorrelation weighted by total 

atom charges (sum of  and  charges) 
[20]-[27] 

3DACorr:TotChg 

 Electronegativity 3D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
electronegativities [20]-[23] 

3DACorr:SigEN 

 Electronegativity 3D autocorrelation weighted by  atom 
electronegativities [24]-[27] 

3DACorr:PiEN 
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Atom Pair Property Description Key 

Lone pair 
electronegativity 

3D autocorrelation weighted by lone pair 
electronegativities [24]-[27] 

3DACorr:LpEN 

Effective polarizability 3D autocorrelation weighted by effective 
atom polarizabilities [28]-[31] 

3DACorr:Polariz 

 

3D property-weighted autocorrelation vectors are calculated applying the following 
settings. 

• Only non-hydrogen atoms are taken into account and hydrogen atoms are 
excluded from the calculation of the 3D property-weighted autocorrelation 
vectors 

• The lower distance border (spatial distance between two atoms) is "1 Å" 

• The upper distance (spatial distance between two atoms) is "13 Å" 

• The number of equal 3D distance intervals is "12" 

• The 3D autocorrelation coefficients are not weighted by the total number of 
distances in a respective interval 

The resulting vector consists of twelve values (12 equidistant distance bins). 

All 3D property-weighted autocorrelation descriptors are depending on the 3D 
structure of a molecule and can be used with the following settings. 

• Available (imported) 3D structure (Ext3D) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) without orientation (Cor3D:ori0) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) with orientation (Cor3D:ori1) 

Property-Weighted Radial Distribution Functions (RDF) 

Property-weighted radial distribution functions (property-weighted RDF) use the 3D 
structure of a molecule (i.e., the Cartesian atomic coordinates) and atom pair 
properties as the basis to derive vector-based molecular descriptors [48]. The products 
of atom pair properties are summed up within a certain distance range and weighted 
by a Gaussian term as distance function. The binning (digitizing) of the resulting radial 
distribution function in predefined steps leads to a vector of RDF coefficients. 

If no 3D structure is provided in the input file the integrated module of the 3D 
structure generator CORINA Classic is used to generate 3D Cartesian coordinates [1]-
[3]. Prior to the calculation of the descriptors implicit given hydrogen atoms are added 
to the input structures. 

Table I lists the atom pair properties that are available. 
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 Available atom pair properties for property-weighted RDF. 

Atom Pair Property Description Key 

Identity Radial distribution function weighted by 
atom identities, i.e., "1" for an atom 

RDF:Ident 

 Charge Radial distribution function weighted by 

 atom charges [20]-[23] 

RDF:SigChg 

 Charge Radial distribution function weighted by 

 atom charges [24]-[27] 

RDF:PiChg 

Total charge Radial distribution function weighted by 
total atom charges (sum of  and  
charges) [20]-[27] 

RDF:TotChg 

 Electronegativity Radial distribution function weighted by 

 atom electronegativities [20]-[23] 

RDF:SigEN 

 Electronegativity Radial distribution function weighted by 

 atom electronegativities [24]-[27] 

RDF:PiEN 

Lone pair 
electronegativity 

Radial distribution function weighted by 
lone pair electronegativities [24]-[27] 

RDF:LpEN 

Effective polarizability Radial distribution function weighted by 
effective atom polarizabilities [28]-[31] 

RDF:Polariz 

 

Property-weighted RDFs are calculated applying the following settings. 

• Only non-hydrogen atoms are taken into account and hydrogen atoms are 
excluded from the calculation of the property-weighted RDF vectors 

• The lower distance border (spatial distance between two atoms) is "0 Å" 

• The upper distance (spatial distance between two atoms) is "12.8 Å" 

• The number of equal 3D distance intervals is "128" 

• The exponent of the Gaussian function (temperature factor) is "100 Å-2" 

• The RDF coefficients are not normalized 

The resulting vector consists of 128 values (128 equidistant distance bins). 

All property-weighted RDF descriptors are depending on the 3D structure of a 
molecule and can be used with the following settings. 

• Available (imported) 3D structure (Ext3D) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) without orientation (Cor3D:ori0) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) with orientation (Cor3D:ori1) 
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Autocorrelation of Surface Properties 

Autocorrelation of surface properties uses points on the molecular surface and surface 
properties at those points as the basis to derive vector-based molecular descriptors 
[46],[49]. A Connolly-type molecular surface is generated and the surface property at 
distinct points on that surface is calculated [50]. The products of properties of points 
on the surface are summed up for certain 3D distance intervals. Thus, for each 3D 
distance interval a single value is obtained that is one coefficient of the resulting 
autocorrelation vector. 

If no 3D structure is provided in the input file the integrated module of the 3D 
structure generator CORINA Classic is used to generate Cartesian 3D coordinates for 
the molecule under consideration [1]-[3]. Prior to the calculation of the descriptors 
implicit hydrogen atoms are added. 

Table J lists the surface properties that are available. 

 Available surface properties for autocorrelation. 

Atom Pair Property Description Key 

Electrostatic potential Autocorrelation functions weighted by 
the molecular electrostatic potential 
(ESP) [46],[49] 

SurfACorr:ESP 

Hydrogen bonding 
potential 

Autocorrelation functions weighted by 
the hydrogen bonding potential (HBP) 
[49],[51] 

SurfACorr:HBP 

Hydrophobicity potential Autocorrelation functions weighted by 
the hydrophobicity potential (HPP) 
[32],[33],[52] 

SurfACorr:HPP 

 

Autocorrelation of surface properties are calculated applying the following settings. 

• The density of the surface property points is "10" 

• The dielectric constant for the calculation of the electrostatic potential is "1.0" 
(conditions in vacuum) 

• The lower distance border (spatial distance between two surface points) is "1 Å" 

• The upper distance (spatial distance between surface points) is "13 Å" 

• The number of equal 3D distance intervals is "12" 

The resulting vector consists of 12 values (12 equidistant distance bins). 

All descriptors in the category autocorrelation of surface properties are depending on 
the 3D structure of a molecule and can be used with the following settings. 

• Available (imported) 3D structure (Ext3D) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) without orientation (Cor3D:ori0) 

• 3D structure (CORINA Classic) with orientation (Cor3D:ori1) 
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Chemotypes 

CORINA Symphony provides access to the ToxPrint chemotypes [9]. 

ToxPrint Chemotypes 

The ToxPrint chemotypes are a public set of chemotypes developed by Chihae Yang 
and Altamira LLC for U.S. FDA, Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition (CFSAN), 
Office of Food Additive Safety (OFAS) [9]. The ToxPrint chemotypes library consists of 
729 individual chemotypes and contains the following three basic subsets. 

• Generic structural fragments 

• Element, bond types, chains, rings, groups and ligands for organics, inorganics, 
and organometallics 

• Regulatory structural categories 

o FDA Redbook categories 

o EPA pesticide categories 

• Ashby-Tennant genotoxic carcinogen rules [10] 

• Cancer TTC categories [11] 

The ToxPrint chemotypes are encoded in CSRML and are public (free-of-charge). The 
full XML definition file is available at https://www.toxprint.org. 

Chemotypes are structural fragments with embedded physicochemical properties. 
Atom, bond, electron system and whole molecule properties can be embedded. The 
calculation of the properties is handled through the underlying chemoinformatics 
library MOSES in CORINA Symphony [53]. In addition, a new XML-based language to 
encode the chemotypes has been developed and is publicly available. 

Chemotypes are a unique combination of structure and physicochemical information 
that is a useful and valuable feature, e.g., for structure-activity studies that include 
chemical reactivity and binding. Chemotypes offer generic (systematic) electron 
system annotations to capture functional group or class properties and a generic 
representation of  systems, such as conjugated and aromatic systems. 

The ToxPrint chemotypes library is a public collection of chemotypes, an invariant set 
to be used for chemical space comparison and data exchange. The chemical spaces 
used for the development of the ToxPrint library cover over 100,000 chemicals found 
in toxicity databases and inventories (public), including food ingredients, direct 
additives and food-contact substances, pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals, cosmetics 
ingredients and industrial chemicals. 

 

 

https://www.toxprint.org/
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Technical Information 

Supported File Formats 

Overview 

Table K lists the file formats that are supported by CORINA Symphony for input and 
output. 

 Supported input and output file formats. 

Format File Extension Input Output Reference 

Molfile and SD file mol, sd, sdf X X [4] 

SMILES smi, smiles X X [5] 

CSRML xml, csrml X  [9] 

Tabular/plain text files     

Tab-separated tsv X X - 

Comma-separated csv X X - 

Symphony export 
container 

sxc X X - 

Output File Formats 

In the GUI version of CORINA Symphony, the format of the output file can be chosen at 
the end of a workflow at the Save Results page (see e.g., Figure 93 on page 68 or 
Figure 94 on page 69). 

With the command line version of CORINA Symphony, the format of the output file is 
selected through the file extension provided by the user with the output file name. 
Supported file formats and the respective file extensions are shown in Table K on page 
96 above. 

For chemical output files (e.g., SD file), the connection table of a molecule is updated 
according to the chosen options in the CORINA Clean workflow. All SD data fields, that 
were provided in the input file, are copied to the output file The calculated descriptors 
and fingerprints selected in the CORINA Descriptors workflow are stored in respective 
SD data fields, that are newly inserted. The names of the new SD data fields use the 
short names (abbreviations) of the descriptors and chemotypes as provided in the 
tables section "Descriptors and Chemotypes" starting on page 84. Figure 104 illustrates 
the storage of descriptors and fingerprints in an SD output file. 
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M  END 

>  <TPSA> 

99.74 

 

>  <XlogP> 

3.12135 

 

>  <ToxPrint Chemotypes Version 2.0 Header> 

atom:element_main_group 

atom:element_metal_group_I_II 

… 

>  <ToxPrint Chemotypes Version 2.0> 

0 

0 

… 

 

$$$$ 

Figure 104 Storage of descriptors and fingerprints in SD output files. 

 

Tabular and plain text output files (e.g., TSV, CSV) store the calculated data in rows and 
columns. Each molecule is represented in a row and the descriptors and fingerprints 
are provided in columns. The first row is a header row indicating which values are 
stored in the respective column. The names for the rows in which the calculated 
descriptors and fingerprints are stored are the same as used for the names of the SD 
data fields as outlined above. Figure 105 illustrates the storage of descriptors and 
fingerprints in an CSV output file. 

 
Record number,Compound history,TPSA,XlogP,bond:C#N_nitrile, bond:CS_sulfide,… 
1,Original structure,99.74,3.12135,0,0,… 

... 

Figure 105 Storage of descriptors and fingerprints in CSV output files. 

 

The command line version of CORINA Symphony outputs a few additional data fields 
(either as SD data fields or as columns in tabular file formats) which report potential 
errors in the connection table (which can be inspected visually in the GUI version). The 
following four fields are written out by the command line version of CORINA 
Symphony. 

• M_STRUCTURE_WARNING 

• M_MDL_CTAB_QUERY 

• M_READ_ERROR 

• M_STRUCTURE_ERROR 
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In addition, the following two fields report any modification done to the connection 
table and any errors that occurred during the descriptor calculation. 

• M_COMPOUND_HISTORY_[STRING] 

• M_CORINA_SYMPHONY_ERRORS_[STRING] 

Program Installation 

Installation of the Application 

Note. Administrator rights are required to install CORINA Symphony on Windows 
computers. 

1) Copy the Microsoft Windows installation package of CORINA Symphony 

 

CORINA_Symphony_<version>_<revision>_Setup.exe 

 

into a temporary directory. Do not forget to save a copy of the installation package for 
backup purposes. 

2) Double-click the installation package of CORINA Symphony and follow the 
instructions on the screen. 

3) As one of the first steps and no valid license is found, a dialog appears asking to 
install the license key file (see Figure 106). 

 

 

Figure 106 Installation of license key file (1). 

 

4) In order to install the license key file (provided as a Windows ZIP file), click on the 
button … and select the license key file in the appearing Open dialog and press 
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Open (see Figure 107). 

 

 

Figure 107 Installation of license key files (2). 

 

5) For installations including the command line version, add the installation directory 
(absolute path including the sub-directory "bin") to the environment variable 
Path of your Windows system (e.g., "C:\Program Files 
(x86)\Molecular Networks\CORINA Symphony\bin"). 

6) To start CORINA Symphony GUI application, double-click the shortcut "CORINA 
Symphony" on the desktop or use the link in the program group created during the 
installation process in the Start menu of Windows. 

Directories and Folders 

The default installation directory of CORINA Symphony is  

"C:\Program Files (x86)\Molecular Networks\CORINA 
Symphony\". 

A different installation directory can be defined during the installation procedure in 
the set up dialog. 

 

The license key files are located in the folder  

"C:\ProgramData\Molecular Networks\license". 

 

The database is located in the folder  

"C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\Molecular 
Networks\symphony". 
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Technology 

CORINA Symphony is based on the MOSES chemoinformatics platform [53]. 

MOSES (MOlecular Structure Encoding System) is an extensive C++/Python class library 
offering a broad range of methods for the handling and processing of chemical 
structures and reactions and their structural and physicochemical features. 

System Requirements 

CORINA Symphony is supported for the following hardware platforms and operating 
systems. 

• Microsoft® Windows® /7/8/10 (32bit, it is recommended to have installed the 
latest service pack of Microsoft® Windows®). 

A minimum of 200 MB of free hard disk space for the installation and another 1 GB for 
the database back-end (that is installed automatically) is recommended. 

A minimum of 2 GB of RAM is recommended. 

Program Scope 

CORINA Symphony has been designed to process a broad range of chemistry. 

There are no limitations concerning the number of atoms or bonds of a molecule. 

Note. Some chemical file formats that are supported might have such limitations. 

Metal atoms and, especially transition metal atoms, can be processed but might cause 
problems in certain atom descriptor calculation routines due to the lack of 
parameterization. 

Charged molecules can be processed. 

For multi-fragment records (e.g., salts) the descriptor calculation procedures take into 
account all fragments. Therefore, it is recommended to remove small fragments first 
(see CORINA Clean workflow). 

The number of records in an input structure file may be limited due to the size of 
memory a 32 bit application can allocate. 

Known Issues 

The detection of duplicates in the CORINA Clean workflow is not aware of stereo 
chemistry. Therefore, chemical structures that only differ in the configuration at 
tetrahedral chiral centers or cis/trans configurations at double bonds are considered as 
duplicates. If such situation is detected, the duplicate check can be over-ruled with the 
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Remove Duplicate Structures page (see Figure 61). 
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